"SHELLKOL"
WHAT IT IS

Shelkol is an Alcohol-Petrol Fuel for use in all types of motor engines. It is produced by the Australian National Power Alcohol Coy. Ltd. and The Shell Company of Australia Limited.

Shelkol represents the latest development of a local industry of vast importance to the State—the production of Power Alcohol.

Shelkol has only been placed on the market after the most exhaustive scientific research. Test after test has demonstrated its superior quality and unfailing efficiency.

FILL up at the
SHELLKOL
PUMP
and help Australia

Brown Library and Nonpareil Club.
The Chess Club secured its first
member, and in the presence of a
large gathering of members, the
Hon. Sec. of the Chess Club, Mr.
Smith, presented a cheque for
$100 to the Brown Library.

Golf Notes.
By 'COPPER'

"I think it was a very unwise act to
allow the granting of access to the
most restful of all sports to girls in
our schools. The more sensible
that idea is the more sensible the
idea of having a girl play cricket
for school. The more sensible
this is, the more sensible the idea
of having a girl play cricket for
school."
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